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agriculture
Montana Seed Potatoes

C

ertified seed potato and commercial growers alike from
throughout the United States
know they can expect extremely high
quality, clean and disease-free seed
from Montana. Montana seed potato
producers have the luxury of the best
geographical isolation in the United
States. Montana’s seed potatoes are
produced in mountain valleys with
virtually no commercial production.
Relatively cool growing conditions in
the secluded mountain valleys result in
reduced insect pressure and the arid environment limits the spread of diseases.
The excellent quality of Montana Seed
Potatoes is backed by the most rigorous
testing and inspection standards in the
country. All potatoes certified as seed
originate from in vitro plantlets produced by the MSU Seed Potato Certification tissue culture program. No outof-state potatoes are allowed to be used
as seed stock for seed certified in MT.

During the summer growing season,
all early generation potatoes are 100%
tested for viruses PVX, PVY and PVY,
and all Generation 2 potatoes are tested

for PVA and PVY. Many growers also
choose to have their generation 3 and
4 crops virus tested. After harvest,
samples are collected from all Montana
seed fields and make the voyage to Ha-

waii where they
are grown out in the
winter post-harvest
test.
Approximately
40 days after planting, all
seed
lots are visually inspected a n d
leaves are picked from each plant and
shipped back to Montana for virus testing. The pairing of virus testing with
visual inspections results in a very accurate crop-health status for buyers of
Montana seed potatoes.
Every year, the Montana Potato Improvement Association hosts an annual
Seed Potato Seminar. This year will
mark the 77th gathering of Montana
growers along with potato growers and
industry representatives from throughout the US. The annual Montana Seed
Potato Seminar will be held November
12-13, 2013 in Bozeman, Montana at
the Grantree Hotel. Call the Montana
Seed Potato Certification office at 406994-3150 for more information. 
e

Advanced Farm Equipment

Leading the Way in Potato Harvesting

T

he Lenco Self-Propelled “Airhead” Potato Harvester has revolutionized the way potatoes are
harvested. Advanced Farm Equipment’s
ongoing commitment to research and
development contributes to their reputation as an innovative, forward-thinking
organization.
They’ve listened to the needs of their
customers and integrated their customers’ suggestions into their design and
manufacturing process. Together, they
are making tremendous strides in productivity, efficiency and reliability
Centrally located in Michigan, Advanced Farm Equipment, LLC is the
proud manufacturer of Lenco Potato
Harvesting Equipment. They manufacturer 3, 4 & 6 Row Self Propelled Potato
Harvesters, 4 & 6 Row Pull Type Potato
Windrowers, 4, 6 & 8 Row Self Propelled Potato Windrowers, and 4 Row
Pull Type Air Head Harvesters.
All of their Lenco Self Propelled
8 • Western Farm, Ranch and Dairy

Harvesters and Windrowers and Pull
Type Harvesters and Windrowers are
hydraulically driven and controlled
from the comfort of the cab. Their
harvesters and windrowers maneuver
in adverse harvesting conditions, and
are custom built to meet customer
specifications.
Advanced Farm Equipment’s potato
harvesters are available in many configurations, such as:
• 3, 4, or 6 row
• 30”, 34” or 36” row spacing
• Any chain configuration
• Many options to meet your needs
• 350hp or 450hp Cummins or John
Deere engines
• 4-wheel drive
• 4-wheel steering
• Multiple tire options.
Advanced Farm Equipment now also
offers more vacuum with less RPM,
larger diameter fan, and larger intake.
Their self-propelled potato harvester
Rocky Mountain/Heartland

also reduces fatigue, improves quality
and increases production. Their Lenco
Airhead potato harvester features:
• 40”, 50” or 65” Air separation
• Optimum visibility of product flow
• Low conveyor inclines, requires no
flights
• John Deere cab with buddy seat and
controls
• Chain speed control and reversing
from the operator’s seat
• Direct drive gear boxes
• Reversing valves
• Complete harvester hydraulically powered, protected and controlled
• 3-position bulkloader, pivots, raises
and hinges for reduced potato bruising.
Advanced Farm Equipment offers a
large selection of wear parts and on-site
service for our Lenco Potato Harvesting
equipment.
989-268-5711 or Toll Free: 877-2875711, or visit their website at www.
lenco-harvesters.com
e
www.farmranchdairy.com

“Field-Proven, Full Strength Organic Soil Builder
Works for All Agricultural Crops”
,ÜÊ À«ÃÊUÊi`Ê À«ÃÊUÊ/ÀiiÃÊUÊ6iÃ

Full Strength Frost & Freeze
Protection For All
Agricultural Crops

h&IELD 0ROVEN &ULL 3TRENGTH
Organic Drip Irrigation Cleaner
for All Agricultural Crops”

2OW #ROPS s &IELD #ROPS s 4REES s 6INES 2OW #ROPS s &IELD #ROPS s 4REES s 6INES

FOR DRIP IRRIGATION SYSTEMS,
ORGANIC CLEANER AND MAINTAINER
ELIMINATES ALL MINERAL DEPOSITS

ORGANIC LIQUID
SOIL TREATMENT
COMPLEX
Enzymes and bacterial system. Anti-Stress and biological soil activators: as
an aid to improve soil condition, reduce soil erosion, increase water penetration, increase plant uptake of fertilizers and nutrients. Relieve moisture and
plant stress.
UÊ* I/," Êis an acid to activate and supply essential nutrients by
activating microorganism metabolism.
UÊ* I/," Êis an acid to accelerate seed germination and increase
plant population. Root penetration is deeper, developing a stronger tap root
and later feeder roots.
UÊ* I/," Êis an aid to help all types retain more water by breaking
the surface tension of the water and soil, allowing greater water penetration
per cubic foot, by retaining more moisture and allowing less water to be used
per irrigation.
UÊ* I/," Êwill save water - one or two irrigations per crop season.
UÊ* I/," Êenzymes and bacterial system, as an aid to detoxify the
soils that have been damaged by over use of chemical can be detoxified.
Time, temperature and types of soils are also factors which affect the detoxification by breaking the surface tension of the soil, allowing moisture, water,
oxygen and energy to work together to balance the soil environment and
produce healthy and high yielding plants.

www.farmranchdairy.com

NON TOXIC s ORGANIC s COMPLETELY SAFE
NON POLLUTING s BIODEGRADABLE
´ Protects apples, pears, etc., buds,
blooms, fruit and other crops subject to
freezing temperatures of frost ´ Field
proven as a cost effective micro-thin protein pro polymer coating ´ Full strength
protection from frost on deciduous fruits &
vegetables & other row crops

´ Clean and lubricate drip irrigation systems ´ Free drip tubing emitters of all
mineral deposits ´ Reduce costly emitter
replacement ´ A proven drip irrigation
cleaner & maintainer ´ Balance pH, breaking-up calcium carbonates, alkaline-salts &
toxic chemicals in the soil and water

Call Toll Free: (800) 775-6123
www.mazzeeorganics.com
0/ "OX  s 3AN $IEGO #! 
Call for a free sample do your
own test: seeing is believing.

Rocky Mountain/Heartland

Experienced agricultural
representatives wanted.
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Evergreen Implement Expands
its Potato Equipment Services

E

vergreen
Implement
has
served production agriculture, as a John Deere dealer,
in the Columbia Basin (Eastern WA),
since 1966. We share our customer’s
pride in our region’s transformation
from sagebrush to highly productive
farmland with four stores located in
Othello, Moses Lake, Coulee City
and Ritzville. Additionally we carry
the IMANTS spader, a one-pass cultivator, and the Krone BigPak baler,
which produces the heaviest large
square bales.
Eastern Washington produces the
highest yield per acre of potatoes in
the world, and 20 percent of all U.S.
potatoes. Commercial growers plan
more than 160,000 acres annually
producing an average of 35 tones per
acre, twice as much as the average
yield in any other state. This is due
to the abundant water provided by the
Gran Coulee Dan, the long growing
season, rich volcanic soil, and climate
conditions.
We at Evergreen Implement saw the
continued expansion of the potato

industry and readied ourselves to become the leading potato equipment
dealer in the State of Washington. In
the late 1990’s we were instrumental
in working with Lockwood to develop
the Airecup Planter. Since then we

have grown our potato business to
include Milestone, Harriston/Mayo
and Spudnik/Grimme. We recently
moved our Pasco, WA potato equipment warehouse into the former Spudnik facility and expanded our reach to
Northeastern Oregon. We have potato
equipment specialists in sales, parts
and service.
Because we are a John Deere dealership, we can also provide Precision

The Place to Go for Potato Equipment
Sales Parts Service
New & Used Potato Equipment
All Makes and Models
Contact the Experts!

Travis Chlarson, Sales.....................................................509-750-4747
Gary Hoffer, Sales...........................................................509-331-6160
Parts...................................................................................800-572-0391
Blake Hatch, Integrated Solutions..............................509-760-0137
(Contact Blake for Active Implement Steering for Your Potato Equipment)
Check Out Our New Facility in Pasco, WA
5802 N Industrial Way, Suite D
Pasco, WA 99301
800-572-0391
potatoes.eiijd.com
10 • Western Farm, Ranch and Dairy
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Farming services for the potato equipment including Active Implement
Steering, which causes the implement
steering mechanism and tractor to
operate on the same guidance path in
straight, circle and curve track modes.
This helps in reducing the bruising of
the potatoes during harvest.
Check out our website at www.eiijd.
com or call us at 800-572-0391.  e

Zapata
Seed
Company

Z

apata Seed Company, located
in southern Colorado in the
San Luis Valley, is owned
and operated by Brian and Deborah
Brownell. This certified seed farm
proudly raises potatoes from plantlets
in the greenhouse to fourth generation
tubers. We are committed not only to
producing clean, healthy seed but to
reducing our water usage and protecting our fragile soils.
Three generations of Brownell’s
have been planting trees and winter
rye to prevent erosion. We currently
use two to three tons of compost yearly on potato ground. During pre-plant
and throughout the season, our compost tea brewers are utilized to add
bacteriological diversity to the fields.
Alternating with cover crops such as
hot mustard, clover, radish and Sudan grass rather than growing small
grains, has helped to bring fertilizer
www.farmranchdairy.com

back to the surface and add nutrients
to the soil while further reducing water usage.
By limiting fertilizer and using crop
consultants on a weekly basis to monitor insect populations and detect dis-
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Brian Brownell

ease we try to give our crops the best
environment possible to thrive in. We
also have a seasoned roguing crew
with many years of experience in the
certified seed business.
At Zapata Seed we are working to
conserve this environment that we depend on to raise future generations of
both potatoes and farmers.
e
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ISOLATION, QUALITY,
SERVICE AND SATISFACTION

Brian Brownell

10539 N. 104 Rd. Hooper, CO 81136

Office: (719) 754-9048 Fax: (719) 754-2592 Mobile: (719) 588-3325
email: sales@zapataseedcompany.com

www.zapataseedcompany.com
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Bio S.I. Technology Helps Potato Farmers
Rebuild, Restore, and Renew Profits

A

s the world’s fourth largest
food crop, potatoes are a
critical staple for the United
States’ agricultural industry. Representing diverse regions and climates,
potato growers are faced with unique
conditions and challenges which are
specific to their own fields. While
known for their resilience and robustness, potato crops have a fickle growing process that requires a high degree
of attentiveness.
Potato growers face many obstacles
during the growing season. Bio S.I.
Technology produces microbial products that are used to help combat many
of those obstacles. Disease suppres-

sion, nutrient availability, stubble digestion, and pest management are key
areas these products can help with.

Bio S.I. products do not eliminate
these issues but they do a great deal

to help reduce their effect on crops.
We must start working with our soils
to promote microbial life so that the
soils will be able to produce healthy
vigorous crops that make a profit.
Microbes are the key to helping remove the plant stubble from the previous crop. They digest this material
and recycle the nutrients that you have
already paid for and make them available to your next crop. They convert
all this material into humus which
is what holds water and nutrients in
the soil. They provide the only way
to rebuild the humus (carbon) in your
fields. Pests are another area that microbes can help with. The microbes

North Dakota Seed Potatoes
Willem Schrage, ND State Seed Department

T

he 2013 spring was late and cool
in North Dakota, but weather
warmed up during the growing
season. The applied seed potato acres
were 17,815, which was up 200 acres
from 2011, but 1,700 acres down from
2012. North Dakota is a large supplier
for the red market. The soils in the North
Dakota provide favorable conditions for
potatoes with a bright red skin. The
largest seed potato acreage is occupied
by Norland with 5,198 acres. This is
similar to the last two years. Norland is
an early NDSU variety, well adapted to
the Mid-West that yields well and gives
smooth tubers. The Red Norland strain
has gained a bit more in popularity because of its consistency in red color.

North Dakota Certified Seed Potatoes
Contact North Dakota State Seed
Department for more information and a
copy of North Dakota Seed Potato Directory.
www.ndseed.com (701) 231-5400
P.O. Box 5257 Fargo, ND 58105

Varieties: Russet Burbank, Russet Norkotah, Norlands, many more. Consistent quality and performance.

12 • Western Farm, Ranch and Dairy

The variety with the largest decline
in acreage is Russet Burbank with still
over 900 acre, but down over 1200 acres
from 2012. The largest seed potato varieties in North Dakota after Norland
with over 1000 acres are Dakota Pearl,

North Dakota Seed Potato Inspectors in a low
generation seed potato field in North Dakota.

a successful chipping variety from the
NDSU breeding program, Bannock
Russet, a processing variety that growers seem to have learned how to grow
with the largest increase, the processing
varieties, Ranger Russet and Umatilla
Russet. Ranger increased and Umatilla
decreased in acreage since 2012. The
Rocky Mountain/Heartland

still popular red variety Red LaSoda is
the last one with more than 1000 acres.
Relative new comers are Agata, a yellow flesh, Teton Russet for processing
and the North Dakota clone ND85558R, a promising bright red clone of the
NDSU breeding program.
As always much depends on the
weather the rest of the summer, but potatoes in North Dakota are catching up
after the late start. People are looking
forward to a good marketing season.
Satisfied customers are the strongest
marketing success. North Dakota soils
do produce well performing seed. The
uniform emergence and growth supply
good yields. The North Dakota State
Seed Department provides experienced
inspectors to the industry.
A large number of varieties is certified every year in North Dakota. The
list of varieties can be found at www.
ndseed.com, where a list of growers is
also available. The mailing address is
North Dakota State Seed Department,
PO Box 5257, Fargo, ND 58105. The
phone number is 701 231 5400. 
e
www.farmranchdairy.com

help the plant get the nutrients they
need to be healthy and to increase the
sugar content of the sap in the plant.
Many sucking insects can’t metabolize
this increased sugar and will move on
to the next field reducing the need for
pesticides in some cases.
Healthy root systems get plants off
to a fast start. Bio S.I. Ag Formula
and Bio S.I. Select with Mycorrhizae
(beneficial fungi) help the plant produce a tremendous root system which
improves nutrient uptake. As the microbes align with the roots they not
only feed the plant but also help protect the root system from fusarium,
rhizoctonia, pythium, and other root
diseases. They do this by competing
for space and food in the rhizosphere
because they work with the plant
forming an symbiotic relationship
that is beneficial to both. This activity
helps to keep pathogens away from
the roots. You will be able to reduce
the amount of fungicides over time
as the microbial community is im-

www.farmranchdairy.com

proved.
Another area that microbes are a
tremendous benefit is in the nutrient
arena. They process or metabolize

nutrients and make them available to
your crop. They help release nutrients
that are tied up in the soil in forms

Rocky Mountain/Heartland

unavailable to the plant. This activity
helps the plant utilize nutrients they
would not normally get in a timely
fashion for growth and production.
Many growers have soil issues that
plague the crop stand like crusting,
poor water penetration, and hard
compacted soil. Microbes help reduce
crusting, open the soil so water can go
into the soil versus running off, and
also help to aerate the soil making it
softer and easier to work. As the microbes rebuild the humus fraction of
the soil you will see a reduction in irrigation needs and this is becoming a
critical issue all over the country.
Products produced by Bio S.I. Technology are all natural, non-manure
based, and are soil borne. They work
naturally to help plants get the nutrients they need in exchange for sugars
from the plant. So they work together
to improve quality and vigor of the
plant.
For more information see our web
site: www.biositechnology.com  e
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Seed Stop Inc

Saving Seed While Controlling Overflow

M

idwinter means hibernation for some farmers.
There’s seed and chemicals to buy, maybe some equipment to
tinker with, and the daily chores. But
for most farmers, December, January
and February tend to be the “Rest and
Relaxation” time that compensates
for the hectic harvest and planting
periods.
For farmers Jay and Tim Schrage of
Allison, Iowa however, midwinter is
anything but a time for “R & R.” For
the past 25 years, when snow blankets
their Butler County fields, the two
brothers turn the workbench in Jay’s
farm shop into an assembly line. Their
off-season occupation is the manufacture of Steed Stops – a patented device for all planters that controls the
flow of seed from planters.

14 • Western Farm, Ranch and Dairy

Seed Stops enable farmers to halt the
flow of seed to certain rows on the go,
while the planter is in motion. In the
past farmers had to either stop the planter and do it manually, wasting time, or
they wound up wasting seed along field
edges as they planted point rows, rows

John Deere single kit

graduated to fit into a corner.
The Schrages had experienced the
problem on their own farms, so they

Rocky Mountain/Heartland

built a prototype seed stop in 1985.
A Minnesota farm show magazine
did a story on the fledgling business
, and the Schrages found themselves
with a demand. So in 1986, they built
20 Seed Stops. In December 1986 they
applied for a patent, which wound up
being approved in 1988. Seed Stop
sells single kits – which permits each
side to be shut-off independently - for
$850.00, and double kits, with two
shut-off switches per side allowing
for better control of specific rows,
that retail for $1400.00.
Seed Stop kits for air planters are
sold to equipment dealers like John
Deere®, White®, and Case/IH®. Seed
Stop also sells directly to farmers.
For more information, please visit
their website at www.SeedStopInc.
com, or call 319-267-2530. 
e
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MagnuM Heat

A

merican Energy Systems,
has been leading the hearth
industry in automated solid
fuel combustion technology for over 35 years
At American Energy
Systems, we do more
than just manufacturer
MagnuM and Country
Flame Wood, Wood
Pellet, Corn and Flexfuel appliances; we’re
providing solutions to
global energy shortages.
Preserving our natural
resources and benefiting from our plentiful
Biomass and agricultural renewable
fuels has become a necessity. By doing
this we are ensuring a healthy outlook
for future generations and promoting the
use of “home grown” fuels.

www.farmranchdairy.com

MagnuM and Country Flame owners appreciate having a choice of modern cabinet
designs, which offer a European look or our proven
traditional Eastern styling!
The large Ceramic Glass
viewing area brings the
fire to life while having a
peaceful and calming effect. Advanced easy to use
electronic control center
allows you to choose between multiple heat ranges,
thermostatic operation and
optional auto ignition. American Energy Systems offers
you a wide variety of Wood
burning Stoves, Fireplace Inserts and build in Fireplaces
along with automated Flex-fuel / Wood
Pellet / Corn / Agri-fuel appliances including forced-air Furnaces, Boilers, pedestal
and leg Stoves and Fireplace Inserts.

Rocky Mountain/Heartland

MagnuM and Country Flame owners
have enjoyed years of substantial return
on their investment in renewable heating. An average home would use about
$600 worth of Biomass/Corn or Flexfuel each heating season, burning about
35 lbs of flex- fuel per day, compared
to the average fossil fuel cost of about
$2,000. That’s more than 60% savings
on the average home heating bill.
Our mission for the past 35 years
has not changed, we will continue to
manufacture high quality, state of the
art renewable energy solutions to economically heat your home and business,
save our precious resources, enjoy the
romantic side of life and have a safe,
comfortable warm setting for you and
your family all while putting money
back into YOUR pocket.
Decide today, to be a part of the solution,
visit our website www.magnumheat.com
or give us a call at 1-800-495-3196. e
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Steel Constructors, Inc.

M

ark Larson, president and
founder of Steel Constructors Inc. has many years
of agricultural and industrial building
experience. He was a certified builder
for AOSmith Harvestore®, Engineered
Storage Product® and has worked as
building foreman for over 35 years.
When Mark and his wife Debra started
Steel Constructors, their initial focus
was erecting and dismantling used and
new silos and slurrystores for Harvestore® Dealerships around the United
States.
Since it’s formation, the company has
diversified to include exporting Harve-

store® silos, and building steel storage tanks for commercial and industrial
purpose, from agricultural to food by-

product. Steel Constructors has recently
acquired the Fusion Tank and Silos®

dealership for region of Iowa, Nebraska,
Kansas, and Missouri. They look forward to supplying this area with GlassFused- to -Steel containment solutions.
Mark Larson takes great pride in his
work, holds his crew to a high standard
and is present at every jobsite to guarantee superior results for every customer.
Please contact Steel Constructors Inc.
for information on your storage needs.
We look forward to discussing your
project and working with you.
Steel Constructors, Inc., 19115-121
Ave. Spring Valley, MN 55975. PH.
507-346-2374, Fax 507-346-7263.
email larsondeb@hotmail.com 
e

Ubly Bean Knife Mfg., Inc.

H

undreds of hard edible bean
farmers have been taking advantage of the Ubly bean knife
for over sixty years.
Attention bean, seed and
organic farmers
While maintaining the highest standard
of quality, Ubly bean knives are still the

best way to cut the tap roots and get a
higher quality bean while producing fluffier windrows, reducing labor, reducing
stones and dirt in windrows, and aiding in
your combine’s overall performance.
There has been some speculation about
the acceptability of the direct harvest
system due to the high losses of beans,

therefore keep using the Ubly Bean
Knife for the best possible cut and quality for your money. Do what hundreds
have already done. Make Ubly Your
Advant-EDGE.
For more information, please call
1-888-723-3244 or visit our website at
www.ublybean.com
e

MightyAxe®

The Toughest Tree Shear Working Today!

T

he MightyAxe® tree shear is a
heavy-duty, scissor-like piece
of equipment with 3” solid
steel arms and 1” heat strengthened
reversible blades featuring massive
hydraulic cylinders that produce over
80,000 pounds of pressure, enabling
you to cut trees up to 20” in diameter,
and do it at or below ground level. This
eliminates stump problems without disturbing the soil.
MightyAxe® works great for clearing walking and bike trails, roadways,
pasture reclamation, right of ways fire
breaks, fencerows, scattered brush or
an entire forest. It has a contained design that allows for selective cutting, al16 • Western Farm, Ranch and Dairy

lowing valuable trees to be saved. The
pointed blade design also allows he operator to reach tight areas that might not
otherwise be reached.
The MightyAxe® can be used to move
trees or brush that have been cut or have
fallen down. Simply tilt the blades downward and cut trees up on the ground or
pick them up with the blades and move
them to the brush pile.
MightyAxe® is known for its durability in tough conditions and remains the
best choice for tree and brush removal.
The standard, universal hook-up that
can easily be attached to skid steers
or tractor lift systems to be used on
farms, ranches, land reclamation projRocky Mountain/Heartland

ects, forestry service sites, timber and
logging applications or any other task
that would require timber and brush
removal.
MightyAxe®, Inc. offers a two-year
manufacturer’s limited warranty (excluding hydraulinc hoses). Because of
their commitment to their customers,
this warranty covers all labor and material costs should any problems arise.
The MightyAxe® is built to last – you
might wear the paint off of it, but you
can’t wear it out!
For more information, call MightyAxe,
Inc. at 1-888-322-2068 or visit them on
the web at www.MightyAxe.com. You’ll
be glad you did.
e
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Steel Constructors Inc.
* Fusion Tanks and Silo
Distributer and Builder
* Specializing in dismantle and construction
of Harvestore silos and
Slurrystores for over 30
Years
* Specializing in Stainless Steel construction
of methane gas storage
Steel Constructors Inc.
19115 121st Avenue
Spring Valley, MN 55975

507-346-2374
larsondeb@hotmail.com

www.steelconstructorsinc.com

The Toughest Tree Shear Working Today!
Why MightyAxe®?

s /PERATOR FRIENDLY
s #OMES WITH A QUICK ATTACH
UNIVERSAL HOOK UP
s -OUNTS ON VIRTUALLY ANY
EQUIPMENT WITH AN EXISTING
HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
s %LIMINATES STUMPS AND
LANDSCAPE DESTRUCTION BY
CUTTING AT OR BELOW GROUND LEVEL
s v BETWEEN POINTS OF THE BLADES
s "LADES ARE v KNIFE EDGED HEAT
TREATED HIGH CARBON STEEL
s .O BOLT HEADS OR NUTS BELOW
CUTTING BLADE BLADES WILL TOUCH
THE GROUND lRST
s "LADES ARE BUILT TO REVERSE FRONT
TO BACK IF EVER NEEDED
s (YDRAULIC HOSES ARE PROTECTED
INSIDE THE BOX OF THE SHEAR
PREVENTING HOSES FROM DAMAGE
s &REE mOATING
CYLINDERS ARE DESIGNED AT A DOWNWARD THRUST FOR
IMPROVED PERFORMANCE AND MAXIMUM PRODUCTIVITY
s  WAY PIVOT PINS KEEPS OUR HYDRAULIC CYLINDERS FREE
FROM BINDING THUS ADDING TO CYLINDER LIFE
s /PTIONAL BRUSH GUARD FOR ADDITIONAL CONVENIENCE

(888) 322-2068
www.mightyaxe.com
www.farmranchdairy.com
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Egbers on
Super Edge
“There
just isn’t
enough
we can
say about the
Super Edge Auger
Flighting” says Doug Egbers, owner of
Egbers Flighting Company, Inc. The Super
Edge is created in the rolling process. This
is a cold rolling process so the steel is not
heat treated. “This lets the steel retain its
strength,” states Doug.
Because of how the flighting is made,
the outside edge is thicker than your
common market flighting, or “plain
flighting,” as they call it. Super Edge
Auger Flighting has an outside edge
that is approximately 50% thicker. It

gives longer wear and longer life of
the auger.
And Egbers knows their augers. Their
repair and fabrication division has years
of experience in re-flighting and balancing
auger sections. “It just makes good sense
to replace the auger flighting instead of
buying a new auger section.” Confirms
Doug, “New auger sections can be pricey
and the Super Edge Auger Flighting is
priced to sell.” Along with their repairs
Egbers offers a wide assortment of
replacement parts and tubing. They have
your basic inside tubing, pipe, rolled
tube for grain cart unloading augers all
the way up to 40 ft. lengths for transport
augers. “We’ve always thought freight
and shipping different replacement

parts from different sources can create a
problem for our customers, and we can
ship pretty much all the replacement parts
a customer needs from here,” Doug says.
“That way all your parts come from one
location instead of several.”
A newer service for Egbers is their
ability to balance combine rotors. “We’re
always looking for new products and
services for our customers. These rotors
can be balanced at a fraction of what a
new one costs,” says Doug.
All in all, Egbers supports a great team
for sales and repairs. They’re your OneStop-Shop for your replacement needs,
and they’re farmer friendly! Call them
at 800-462-2588 or check them out on
the web at www.egbersflighting.com.e

WE EXIST TO PROVIDE THE BEST POSSIBLE AND MOST
COST EFFECTIVE ELECTRIC POWER SERVICE.

Company, Inc.
Super Edge
Auger Flighting for
combine, transport, mixer & grain cart.
We ship flighting mounted or unmounted
Custom Machine and Fabrication

Computerized Balancing Available
Supporting parts plus Pipe, Tube & Shaft and more

Whether you need to patch your auger or require
Total replacement
Egbers Flighting Company, Inc.

Your One-Stop-Shop for your replacement needs

G`gf]Û¤¤ÛÝÛ=YpÛ¤¤~~
www.egbersflighting.com
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Main Office
Or
Hot Springs
Pay By Phone

(406) 883-7900
(406) 675-7900
(406) 741-3402
(877) 779-7947

AFTER HOURS
EMERGENCY
(406) 883-7972

www.missionvalleypower.org

Rocky Mountain/Heartland
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Ron’s Manufacturing

Vertical Tillage Coulter Kit Attachment Gets Even Stronger

R

on’s Manufacturing has added two more bearings to
their kits. This makes the kits even more heavy duty.
Coulter kits from Ron’s Manufacturing converts any
chisel plow to a year-round tool to prepare your fields.

In the fall, it can be used to lightly till the soil, incorporate and
size residue. It is also a practical way to dry out wet soils. The

Vertical Tillage Coulter Kit Attachment works well in no-till
conservation tillage, as well as conventional tillage operation,
extending the growing season and creating better planting conditions. Vertical tillage prepares the soil to warm more quickly
in early spring, energizing the seedbed for maximum growth
and yield potential.
The Vertical Tillage Coulter Kit Attachment is a smart investment in that it has multiple uses which will ultimately
produce savings in terms of time and money. It also has a low
operating cost per acre and can be used in a wider range of
conditions than most tillage tools. It operates at a relatively
high speed of 6 to 12 MPH which saves time. The Vertical
Tillage Coulter Kit Attachment allows for quick mixing of
manure and soil to prevent loss of nutrients and control odor.
It can also be used for very shallow incorporation of fertilizer
and select herbicides.
The Vertical Tillage Coulter Kit Attachment is spaced on 6
inches.
For more information contact Ron’s Manufacturing at 40582
187th St., Carpenter, SD 57322; phone 605-266-2177; E-mail
info@ronsmfg.com. (Also, please see their ad in this issue). e

Change any chisel plow
into a Coulter Machine
All steel (no cast iron)

The coulter kit includes:
Two 18” 13-wave boron
“earth hardened” coulter
blades.
Exclusive “Double Shields”
for bearings and seals.
Exclusive Double Bearings
on each end of the shaft 4 bearings in all!
Kit includes all mounting
hardware.

Ron’s Mfg.

(Please see press release in this issue)

For more information go to

www.ronsmfg.com or call (605) 266-2177
email: info@ronsmfg.com

Ask Us About The Electric Dakota Grills

www.dakotagrills.com
www.farmranchdairy.com
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Keep your farm shop clean!

T

he Industrial Maid T 3000
series air cleaners have been
used in hundreds of farm
shops, implement repair and diesel
repair shops to control welding smoke
and fumes, grinding dust, nuisance
dusts and diesel smoke.

fumes and particles. You do not have to
exhaust air, so your heat remains inside.
The Merv 8 (45%) pleated pre-filters
take out the larger particles and then the
multi-pocket Merv 15 (95%) main bag
filters take out the very fine particles.
The units are built in SE Nebraska, have
a three year warranty and Industrial Maid
offers an unconditional performance
guarantee.

This simple, yet effective air filtration
system can be chain hung and uses two
stages of filtration to separate dust,

Keep your farm shop clean and safe.
Protect the large investment you have
made in the structure and your farm
equipment.
Product Specifications:
• CFM: 3,000
• Motor: ¾ HP 115/230/1/60
• Blower: 10 x 10 forward curved
blower direct drive
• Dimensions: 25” H x 72” L x 25” D
• Weight: 170 lbs
• Filters: (2) 4” pleated prefilters Merv 8
(2) Merv 15 bag filters
For more information, contact Industrial
Maid at 1-877-624-3247, or email Jeff
Zvolanek at jzvolanek@industrial-maid.
com 
e

Fertilize-Big Yields AND Low Cost

S

EA MINERALS FA works as a
soil fertility supplement that remineralizes the soil. It comes
from processing very clean sea water

20 • Western Farm, Ranch and Dairy

and contains 85 or more minerals and
trace minerals in the same proportions
that those same minerals occur in the
blood of healthy animals. All of our soils

Rocky Mountain/Heartland

are terribly deficient in these minerals.
In addition to the positive impact sea
minerals have on the plants and land, it
is a much less expensive alternative to
commercial fertilizer. The farmer can
fertilize an acre for $6 per application
with a suggestion of 3 applications per
year for $18/acre/year. It is applied as a
foliar spray on green plants. Not only is
it a cheaper method, but Sea Minerals FA
has a lasting positive effect on the microbes in the soil. With using commercial fertilizer, microbes are destroyed in
the soil. Sea mineral nutrients stay in the
soil from year to year and build and enhance the soil. SEA MINERALS FA can
be used without any other fertilizer with
good results. It can also be mixed with
other ingredients, such as weed killers
or fertilizer in the sprayer.
Sea Minerals FA also makes great freechoice mineral for cattle. Cows will
consume one pound per month on average. They will not require any other
mineral or salt for a savings of over
50%. It has been shown to decrease cell
count in dairy cattle. It plays a key role
in producing better quality milk and
butcher beef. The cows and calves stay
healthier
Check the website www.SeaMineralsFA.com for 2010 field trial results
or call Rocky Springs Ranch 800-9670452 for your nearest distributor.
e
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The ‘RPR’ Thrashing/Separating System Is A Brand
New Product!

S

tops Rotor Loss in ALL John
Deere STS & “S” series combines. One concave system that
will thrash all crops with just the adding or removing a cover plate that is
included. You can thrash and separate
corn 20 to 300 Bu (both wet & Dry) having the cleanest sample, and the fastest
groundspeed you have ever experienced
with zero rotor loss. You can thrash and
separate soybeans (green stem of dry)
with no rotor loss. Thrash and separate

wheat with an excellent sample with NO
rotor loss. With the cover plates on you
can thrash 60 Bu popcorn with a twelve
row head in a 9870 with an excellent test.
We have thrashed 5 foot tall rye grass, no
losses. I have thrashed 300 Bu corn, with
a 16 row head, 18% moisture, 5300 Bu
per hour, at 4 & 1/2 MPH with no loss.
This comes out to 1.477 Bu per second.
The concave is made of 1” round bars
that have a restricted flow notch with
progressive open bar spacing. Where

the crops comes in the spacing is 7/8 “
on the right side and 1&1/8” opening on
the left side. This lets crop separate in
the thrashing area and not travel to the
back separating area.
The RPR Thrashing/Separating Concave System was proto typed in 2011,
sold to limited number of customers in
2012, and is now available to everyone.
C M Welding Inc. (cmweldinginc.com)
Frankfort, IN 765-258-4024 ask for Donnie.
e

Are you aware there is another option
available to the farmer at harvest time?

2

013 marks U.S. Custom Harvesters’ 30th anniversary. The organization began in May 1983 with a
few harvesters around a table discussing
issues the industry was up against at the
time and the need for a strong voice. The
idea quickly turned into reality and continues to gain recognition among other
agricultural entities. U.S. Custom Harvesters, Inc. is the only national association working for the custom harvesting
industry and provides more than just a
resource for the custom harvester.
Equipment failures, labor shortages
and inclement weather don’t realize the
harvest can’t wait. A custom harvester
can relieve the stress of the most an-

ticipated stage of a plants lifecycle for
the farmer. By providing the equipment
and the necessary labor, the custom har-

vester is able to harvest the crops in a
professional and timely manner.

U.S. Custom Harvesters, Inc. serves
as a strong link between harvesters, the
farmers they serve and businesses they
work with. We provide a powerful voice
for our industry to Local, State and Federal Government agencies. We help create that community through our monthly
newsletter, our website (uschi.com), our
Facebook page, and even our twitter (@
tweets_USCHI).
Whether you’re looking for a forage
or a grain harvester, a call or email to
the office can help you find someone
willing to be there at your most crucial
time of the year. Please be sure to visit
our website for more information or call
620-664-6297 if you have questions.e

Aeroswint Trailers

Leading the Way for Over 20 Years

A

eroswint LLC has been a leader in heavy built agriculture products since we opened our doors in 1991.
Our chain trailers that we introduced in 2003 continued on with the Aeroswint tradition of being rugged and reliable when it matters the most.
All of our chain trailers come standard with 50,000 lb. air ride suspensions, ½” UMHW plastic floors and WH78B floor chains - all
of which are recognized as some of the heaviest in the industry.
So if you get the chance, check out the Aeroswint line of products on our website at www.aeroswint.net (or call 1-888-8833269). We look forward to welcoming you into our family. e
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U.S. CUSTOM HARVESTERS

WE HARVEST THE CROPS
THAT FEED THE WORLD
Our Mission
s Represent and promote the harvesting industry
s Positively influence government and regulatory agencies
s Enhance relationships between custom harvesters, clients
and service providers to industry, and general public
s Manage the changing landscape within the industry
s Enhance profitability of custom harvesters and their customers

For membership information or to find a harvester near you:

620-664-6297
www.uschi.com

www.farmranchdairy.com
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High Performance 6530 Grinder/Mixer delivers
uniform, consistent quality feed improving
livestock growth potential

A

chieve supreme feed quality with the high performance
6530 Grinder Mixer from Art’s Way Mfg. Compared
to previous grinder mixer models with 8 in. discharge
systems and fewer hammers, the new redesigned 6530 Grinder
Mixer incorporates features that guarantee it will provide the
producer an exceptional, high performing feed grinding mixing
system. Our design engineers have heard from the producers
and our field sales representatives and implemented features
to make the 6530 Grinder Mixer move feed faster with bigger
and better discharge capabilities than Art’s Way 5165 and 6520
models and other similar models.

Take control; Adjustable and reversible lower wear plate on the
hammer mill improves feed grinding by closing up the distance
to the hammers and allows using a larger screen size reducing
draw on tractor HP. This adjustment allows optimum spacing for
the feed ingredients to be ground efficiently and consistently to
the size requirements for the ration mix. Using a large 36 gallon
hydraulic tank helps dissipate heat, decreasing overall fluid temperatures which maximizes tractor HP. Make all hydraulic adjustments from a consolidated valve bank equipped with a sight glass
level, temperature and pressure gauges for easy monitoring of
the hydraulic system. A reduced number of hydraulic hoses simplifies the hydraulic setup of self-contained units and is a much
smoother operating hydraulic system from previous models.
Move more feed faster with bigger, better discharge capabilities.
A redesign of the discharge gate opening to a straight guillotine type with a 12 in. stroke actuator provides a 30% increase
in gate opening versus the pivot gate with 8 in. stroke actuator
on other models. The producer can expect increased flow and
faster discharge of feed.
We have added two additional feet to the discharge auger tube
24 • Western Farm, Ranch and Dairy

making it 12 ft. in length with maximum extended reach of 25
ft. 5 in. easily reaching over a 20 ft. bin. The 6530 Grinder also
provides more flexibility in placement of feed discharge with
its additional 60 degree angle height setting on the discharge
auger tube cylinder. Compared to other grinder mixers with 8
in. diameter unload systems, the larger 10 in. diameter unload
system increases the discharge rate up 100% to drastically reduce time and labor costs.
Attention to details
Detail oriented engineers and product quality managers have
included several design changes in the new 6530 Grinder Mixer that result in higher performance, more efficient operation
and longer lasting parts. Updates include a spring loaded chain
tensioner with idle master idler on the main drive chain, an
RC40 chain with idler sprocket on the drive of the mill to the
mixer auger, throttle control near the intake end of the auger
feeder for added convenience, a hinged access door on lower
discharge for easier cleaning and extra windows on left and
rear side of the tank for sight access to feed levels in the tank.
Wireless control of discharge operations
The 6530 Grinder Mixer boasts a fully
self-contained hydraulic system operated by a wireless remote to control:
raise/lower and swing of the discharger
auger; open/close of the tank discharge
gate; plus start and stop the operation of
the unload system. This feature puts the
controls in the palm of your hand.
Electronic scale options are available for
precise weight calculations
Results for the producer – fast and efficient, uniform consistency of feed grind
The portable 6530 efficiently grinds feed with a one piece
26” hammer mill that operates 96 4-way reversible knives.
Impressed with the speed and the uniformity of the grind obtained with the new 6530 model in recent tests with one of
his customers, Ron Bender, Art’s Way Northeast sales representative states “The consistency of the ground product was
remarkable.”
What this means for the producer feeding his livestock is that
it not only saves time grinding feed efficiently, but produces a
feed that is blended thoroughly and uniformly within the large
165 bushel mixing tank. This provides his livestock with superior rations and improves the growth potential of the livestock.
Learn more at www.artsway-mfg.com, Call: 712-864-3131,
Email: sales@artsway-mfg.com 
e
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* 23 Beers on Tap!
* Domestic, Micros, Imports!
* Happy Hour!
Mon.-Fri. 4-8pm,
Sunday All Day!

PU
Located in the
Northgate Shopping Center
6928 W. State
Boise, ID 83703
www.farmranchdairy.com
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Water Savings Up to 29%

I

n agriculture, water conditioning
technology offered by FRE-FLO
WATER SYSTEMS is providing interesting solutions for 3 current
problems:
1. Excessive water bills. When soil
has the frequent problem of hard
mineral (calcium carbonate) deposits
blocking or slowing water flow, a lot
of water can be wasted, unable to sufficiently reach roots or carry nutrients
to root zones. Root development is
lessened, along with crop yield. Water

conditioning prevents minerals that
cause hardness in water from clumping together into hard deposits in soil.
Growers are finding FRE-FLO™ allows more water, air, and nutrients to
reach root zones, promoting healthier,
stronger plants. FRE-FLO™ works
naturally with the ability of calcium
carbonate (a very versatile mineral)
to have different forms, functions and
benefits. Bottom line: FRE-FLO™
changes existing hard calcium carbonate deposits to an extremely tiny,

beneficial, softer form. Now water
can flow freely.
2. Water pooling on soil surfaces.
Water penetrates faster into the soil,
instead of wastefully pooling on top
and evaporating off (or worse, running off). With soil pores unclogged
of hard mineral deposits, up to 29%
less water is needed. Nothing is added
to or removed from the water, only
the crystalline structure of calcium
carbonate is changed.
Continued on page 29

A Revolutionary Pneumatic Stapler
for Building Wire Fence

R

educe hand, arm and shoulder injury by using a one shot
staple driving tool to attach
wire fence to any wood post. No more
flying staples when you use the stapling
tool. Available for the first time in North
America, Wire Fence Stapler introduces
the Stockade ST400 wire fence staple
driving tool designed specifically with
the professional fencer, farmer, and
rancher in mind. This new pneumatic
stapling system developed by Paslode
New Zealand will save time and money

when in operation. Reduce some of your
labor costs. The tool is now available
through a distributer here in Kentucky
to be shipped to any state and Canada,
Simply load a rack of 2 inch or 1 3/4
inch galvanized barbed staples into the
Stockade ST400 and begin single or
multi-wire fence construction. Each
paper collated rack has 25 staples and
the tool holds two racks. With a groundbreaking pneumatic (125 psi) fencing
tool and hot dipped galvanized barbed
fence staples designed to perform in all

weather conditions Stockade has just
made a tough job a whole lot easier!
The revolutionary Stockade ST400
pneumatic stapler is light weight (8.2
lbs), tough, and has enough power to
drive staples into even the hardest fence

posts. Pull the tool trigger once and the
staple is in the post. Loaded with a staple depth adjustment feature the ST400
wire fence stapler is designed for any
fencing job, saving up to 70% of the
time currently taken to hand hammer
fence staples. That time saving is money
in your pocket.
Contact your distributor, Wire Fence
Stapler at www.wirefencestapler.com
Users of the stapling tool testify that they
can no longer do without the ST400 stapling tool. They are building fence 4 times
faster with less labor costs. They load a
small compressor in a 4-wheeler, add the
ST400 with staples and they are in business to finish a fencing job in no time.
Robert Beihn, Frankfort, Kentucky, 502223-8857 office, 502-545-0910 cell  e
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Pressurized Exhaust Kills
Burrowing Rodents

T

he H & M Gopher Control
PERC® system (Pressurized
Exhaust Rodent Controller)
uses carbon monoxide from pressurized engine exhaust to kill burrowing
rodents such as gophers, ground squirrels, prairie dogs, moles & voles.
According to the company, exhaust
gas has long been one of the most lethal and least expensive methods to
kill burrowing rodents. But until now
there hasn’t been an economical, efficient delivery system.
Company owners, Allen Hurlburt and
Virginia Massey, said that the PERC®
system involves a narrow steel wand
that is used to probe the burrow and
inject pressurized exhaust that fills
the burrow in two minutes with lethal

concentrations of carbon monoxide
before the rodent has a chance to either escape or block the burrow.
An internal combustion engine
generates the carbon monoxide and

PERC® Model 620

drives a compressor pump that pressurizes the exhaust gas to 110 psi in a

storage tank. An air hose and a hand
held probe inject the gas directly into
the burrow without any digging.
Brand new to the PERC® lineup is
the PERC® 620, a trailer-mounted unit
with a 20 hp Kohler motor and six
reels - each with a 50’ hose and hand
probe. The 620 features a tandem axle
with turf tires. It sells for $14995 plus
S&H.
The PERC® 412 is a trailer-mounted
unit with a 14 hp Kohler motor and
four reels each with a 50’ hose and
the hand probe. The 412 features turf
tires and is designed to be pulled behind an ATV. It sells for $8295 plus
S&H.
The PERC® 206 is a skid-mounted
unit with a 7 hp engine, two reels with

All New Q-Power® Crankshafts From
Quality Power Products, Inc.

Q

–Power® Heavy Duty Diesel Engine Crankshafts from
Quality Power Products, Inc.
are new, all induction hardened, all
standard / standard and dimensionally
and functionally equivalent to OEM
specifications. They are vailable for
the most popular heavy duty diesel
engines manufactured by Caterpillar®, Cummins®, Mack®, Case–IH
/ Navistar®, Ford®, Detroit Diesel®,
John Deere®, and Perkins®.
Q–Power® crankshafts are manufactured by OEM suppliers using stateof-the-art production and quality
control systems. These systems are
monitored throughout both manufacturing processes, forging and machining. They are certified by the International Standard ISO 9000.
The manufacturer builds their forging dies and tools and has control over
all raw materials by means of an ARL
spectrometer and complete mechanical testing equipment to insure hard28 • Western Farm, Ranch and Dairy

ness, fatigue strength, impact,
etc. All crankshafts are forged
from the highest standard industry accepted steel as specified by the OEM and are all
heat treated.
Q-Power® Crankshafts
are machined with the
latest CNC controlled
grinders including the latest generation NAXOS
grinders to obtain perfect
dimension and surface finish. All their crankshafts are
thoroughly inspected throughout
the manufacturing processes using the most sophisticated testing
equipment including:
• Computerized SPC control
on all production operations
with online feedback.
• Endoscope to control oil
holes.
• Surface measuring instruments.
Rocky Mountain/Heartland

• Adcole to check roundness, straightness, diameters, angular position,
etc. of machined cranks up to .0001
mm.
Q-Power® Crankshafts provide the high quality and
consistent reliability that
is expected and demanded.
Since all their crankshafts
are made of forged steel,
this insures crack resistance
– even under the heaviest
loads. All crankshafts
are new so you always
have confidence in
what you are installing.
Quality Power Products, Inc. is committed
to customer service
and satisfaction. For
more information, call
888-333-3210 or visit their
website at www.Q-Power.
com. Quality Always Comes
Through!
e
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Q-power
Crankshafts
Allis Chalmers®
Case®/IH®
Caterpillar®
Cummins®
David Brown®
Detroit Diesel®
Ford®

ISO 9000
CERTIFIED
50’ hoses and hand probes. It sells for
$4995 plus S&H.
The PERC® 206T is the skid unit
mounted on its own special trailer. It
sells for $5590 plus S&H.
The PERC® system is simple to use
and safe for the operator as well as
wildlife since there is no poison bait
or explosion involved. Crop stands
are not damaged during treatment.
No other control method is as effective, efficient and as inexpensive to
operate as the PERC®.
A PERC® system can treat moderately infested alfalfa fields at about 3.5
acres an hour with a single operator.
Each probed location requires only
about 2 to 3 minutes injection time.
Units have been shipped to customers from Southern California to central Canada and as far east as Florida.
Though most of the market has been
with alfalfa growers, orchard and
specialty crop growers have also purchased units. The PERC® system is
the best solution anywhere burrowing
rodents are a problem.
For more information call toll free
(855) 667-5181 or visit the website
www.handmgophercontrol.com
e

Water Savings

Continued from page 26

3. Scale deposits restricting flow in
irrigation lines. Since 1972, FREFLO™ descales “limescale” in water-using equipment. With descaled
irrigation equipment and descaled
sprinkler heads, less maintenance is
required to efficiently irrigate. Pumping less water also means using less
energy. Results: water savings, energy
savings, healthier crops.
Research is showing that better penetration of water, air, and nutrients
into the soil with FRE-FLO™ conditioned water is resulting in growers
producing measurable increases in
crop yields, crop quality, and greater
crop revenue per irrigated acre. 100%
made in the USA.
Visit us at: www.freflowater.com e
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John Deere®
Komatsu®
Navistar®
Perkins®

ALL NEW • ALL STD/STD
Call for a distributor near you.

Quality always comes through!

www.Q-power.com 888.333.3210
P.O. Box 307 • 427 Old Hw y 40 • Solomon, KS 67480
Fax 785.263.0224 • qualit ypower @ att.net • Tel 785.263.0060

BURROWING RODENT PROBLEMS?

0%2#® 0RESSURIZED %XHAUST 2ODENT #ONTROLLER CAN ELIMINATE THEM
s 3IMPLE 4O 5SE
s &AST 7ORKING
s ,OW /PERATING #OST
s %NVIRONMENTALLY &RIENDLY
s -INIMIZES #ROP  %QUIPMENT $AMAGE

No Poison bait,
No Explosions!!

(530) 667-5181

H&M

GOPHER
CONTROL®

PERC®
Model 412

MANUFACTURING & SALES
WWW . HANDMGOPHERCONTROL . COM

Portable, All-Steel Shelters
Approximate sizes of this
style hut are 4’6” wide x 3’10”
high x 7’6” long or 6’ wide x
4’6” high x 7’ or 11’ length.
Check brochure for options
and speciﬁcations.
Check the web site or call today.
All Port-A-Huts must be anchored.

P.O. Box 369 Storm Lake, IA 50588

800-882-4884
www.port-a-hut.com
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equipment
The Calmer BT Chopper®

N

o need to spend money on a
new chopping corn head!
Everyone loves confetti, it reminds you of a celebration! Calmer BT
Chopper Stalk Rolls eliminate the need
for a new corn head, and give you a field
full of residue that is chopped, shredded,
and confetti like. This is definitely a reason to celebrate!
There’s a problem with having corn
heads with too many moving parts, there
are more maintenance requirements.
There are problems when you have too
many machines going through the field,
compaction stunts growth. There are too
many expenses trying to get your field

ready for over wintering with traditional
chopping corn heads, added gas and
wages for hired help.
The Calmer BT Chopper is an upgraded
stalk roll that replaces the stock rolls of
the JD 40, 90, and 600 series, CASE-IH
2200, and 2400 series, and the NH 96c,
98c, and 996 corn heads. Take off the old
rolls, and put on the Calmer BT Choppers.
The patented open window is an opening
in the blades that allow the stalk to be fed
into the processing area of the stalk roll.
The 10 very sharp blades of the Calmer
BT Chopper then grab onto the stalk
(grasp and control), and shred, chop, and
place the residue on the ground in small

1 to 2 inch pieces. These pieces are not
whole short stalks, they are small vertical and lateral pieces put on the ground
evenly at each row. No windrowing to
decompose slowly, or to keep the ground
cold longer in the Spring. The residue is
held down by the first frost, and decomposed more quickly by planting time.
The exploded root balls are kinder to the
tires, and a stalk stomper attached to the
corn head would be an added benefit.
Call 309-629-9000 to talk to one of
the Farmers who work at Calmer Corn
Heads. Who better to talk with, then
someone who also uses the Calmer BT
Chopper in their own field?
e

Walinga

Bulk Feed Bodies & Grain-Vacs

F

rom concept, design and through
production, Walinga meets the
customer's needs at every step.
Creating outstanding products that are
innovative and durable, with some client's vehicles being passed from generation to generation.
Walinga is a leading North American
manufacturer of transportation equipment and portable pneumatic conveying
systems for grain, feed, seed... virtually
any dry bulk material. Walinga is still a
family owned and operated company.
The total commitment to quality is not
only our inheritance - it's our foundation
for the future.
Walinga products represent the best in
manufacturing excellence. Our in-house
engineering and design teams utilize
the most current computer technology
available. State of the art equipment,
combined with over 50 years of experience, ensures that our customers receive
unsurpassed quality.
Comprehensive engineering capabili30 • Western Farm, Ranch and Dairy

ties allow us to offer sizes, capacities,
features and options that are specifically
job-matched according to individual
requirements. The services of our Engineering Department are available to our
customers to assist in the selection of the
properly specified chassis. Every Walinga vehicle is designed and produced to
best fulfill its designated function.
Custom-built aluminum feed bodies
and trailers, pneumatic conveying systems, recycling trucks and bodies, aluminum and steel dump bodies... each
built according to exact standards. Every stage of the manufacturing process
from design to completion is performed
by Walinga. The result - a cost effective,
durable product line that responds to
any challenge with premium.
Walinga Agri-Vac
The only system you'll ever need. Gives
one-person total grain-handling capability! Do it all with the Walinga Agri-Vac.
Fill or empty storage facility being used.
The Walinga Agri-Vac puts an end to
Rocky Mountain/Heartland

legs, augers, sweeps and shovels. Grain
handling has never been simpler, safer
or healthier.
Just couple the Agri-Vac to your tractor and drive into position. Lightweight
vacuum/pressure hoses attach in seconds and flex easily. Suddenly even
tight spots and awkward angles are no
problem!
Bulk Feed Trailers and Bodies
Walinga Inc. has been manufacturing bulk feed transportation equipment
for more than 50 years. In this time we
have become committed to an ongoing
program of research and development.
In response to the increasingly diverse
needs of our customers Walinga is and
will continue to be on the forefront of
technological evolution.
The options and features of the Walinga Bulk Feed Delivery Units are numerous. Walinga Bulk Feed Delivery
Units can help you in your quest to
increase production, performance, and
efficiency.
e
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309-629-9000
www.calmercornheads.com

Chopping Stalk Rolls

For
For JD
JD 40,
40, 90,
90, 600,
600, CASE-IH
CASE-IH 2200
2200 and
and 2400
2400 series,
series,
and NH
and
NH 96c
96c,, 98c
98c,, and
and 996
996 corn
corn heads
heads

REPLACEMENT STALK ROLLS

Faster
residue

breakdown
Turn Your Corn Head Into
A Chopping Head!

Faster

Residue

Breakdown!
“Confetti

Like”

Order Now So You’re Ready For Harvest!

www.farmranchdairy.com
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Pearce Brothers Sheller/Cracker Machines

W

elcome to the Pearce Brothers Sheller/Cracker Machines, manufacturers of the
best pecan crackers and shellers on the
market.
They have developed a variety of hand
built shelling machines, also known as
crackers, over the years, and they take
pride in their work. A great team together, they design, fabricate, paint, and sell
commercial crackers that can shell not
only 100 pounds of pecans in an hour,
but do a great job on English walnuts,
almonds, peanuts, too!
The Pearce brothers, Gordon and
James, live on small farm in Southern Nash County near Bailey, North
Carolina. There they manufacture their
crackers and cleaners where they both
fabricate, paint, design, and sell their
products. They enjoy living in the country and grow crops like soybeans, sweet
potatoes and tobacco and of course, pecans, as well.

Large Cracking Machines take many
hours to build these machines that are
constructed of industrial grade materials, and mild steel that has been primed

and painted with an outdoor oil based
paint. A regular 120-volt outlet powers
a gear motor that turns a tapered rotor
inside a cage that can be adjusted with a
hand jack for multiple size pecans.
A safety overload switch cuts machine off automatically. The machine
has GFCI shock protection. Once the
machine is set for the over all average

pecan in the batch, it can crack over 100
lbs an hour. The shell out of halves is
based upon the freshness of the pecans
being cracked. Very little maintenance
is required in that once a year the bearings may need some grease. The Auto
Feeder feeds the machine consistently,
but also aids in the cleaning process by
allowing dirt & debris to fall out prior to
cracking. Both pieces of equipment can
fit into a truck bed and can be used for
mobile cracking.
After the initial shelling or cracking, our
cleaner cleans pecans, walnuts and peanuts at over 100 pounds per. hour. Portable lightweight and easy to use. Low load
height, variable blower speeds and variable speed feeder control. These features
make our equipment the most versatile
and user friendly on the market today.
Pearce Brothers Crackers/Shellers,
11738 Liles Rd., Bailey, NC 27807,
252-230-0224, Email: pearcebrothers@
yahoo.com 
e

Manfacturer of commercial and industrial
crackers/shellers/cleaners for
Pecans, Walnuts and Almonds

Pearce Brothers Crackers/Shellers
 ,ILES 2D s "AILEY .# 

   s WWWPEARCEBROTHERSCOM
'ENERAL %MAIL PEARCEBROTHERS YAHOOCOM
*AMES 0EARCE JAMES PEARCEBROTHERSCOM
'ORDON 0EARCE GORDON PEARCEBROTHERSCOM
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Machine Service, Inc. Cross Manufacturing

M

achine Service, Inc. a steel fabrication business
owned and operated by Jay and Jane Luthi, located
in East- Central Kansas at Madison, is continuing to
provide quality products for the ag industry. The venture into
the overhead storage business began with a request and has
continued to grow, building upon that same desire, “To meet
the customer’s needs”.
Machine Service, Inc. sells a line of Overhead Bins with capacities ranging from 14-60 ton to 550-2200 bushels. The bins are designed for any dry, flowable material such as seed, feed, or range
cubes; but also accommodates heavier weight materials such as
fertilizer, mineral, sand, or cement. Features include: a ground operated top door, external as well as internal ladders, external ribs to
prevent side bowing and to allow for interior freedom of material
flow, 42 degree slope on top for complete fill and 48 degree slope
on hopper for good clean out. All bins are prime coated inside,
primed and painted white outside for years of neat appearance.
Some operators have the same requests, but many operations
approach their grain and feed handling differently. Therefore
bins are made when ordered to allow for customization. Any
structure can be divided into 2, 3 or 4 compartments. The customer know his needs best and thus the options on each bin are
open to the customer’s request. For more information, call or
write to Machine Service, Inc. at 3430 EE Road, Gridley, KS
66852, 620-427-4200.
e

CROSS PDH Position Cylinder

T

he 3000 psi PDH position cylinder is available in 2.5
to 5 inch bore. All sensor components (except electrical connector) are imbedded internally within the cylinder for superior durability and long field life. The internal
electronic feedback senses cylinder rod position and provides
output (analog or digital) to allow constant monitoring of the
cylinder rod position. Sensor voltage supply: 12/24 VDC.
Applications include: steering control, levelling jacks, paver
height, snow plow blade control, trash truck automation, etc.
For more information, visit: www.crossmfg.com
e

www.machineserviceinc.com
Overhead bulk bins
available in any
design, size, and
configuration. Built
for your specific
needs. Standard
units 14-54 ton,
larger units also
available.
Visit our website
or call us today!

Machine
Service Inc.

(620) 427-4200
3430 E.E. Road
Gridley, KS 66852
www.farmranchdairy.com
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Look Ma – No Wires!
Wireless Grain
Temperature Monitoring

T

echnology abounds in agriculture today – variable
rate fertilizer applications, auto steering, precision
planting, GPS spraying and harvesting to name a
few. Managing your stored grain now offers some exciting
new technology as well.
A producer can monitor stored grain without leaving the
house or from any location that has Internet service. TriStates Grain Conditioning, Inc., headquartered in Spirit
Lake, Iowa, now offers two wireless systems that can make
monitoring stored grain easier and faster than getting that
second cup of coffee. Using TSGC temperature cables to
give a complete temperature profile of their bins, producers
will be able to monitor their grain more efficiently and with
greater accuracy than ever before.
The SafeTrack Wireless Grain Temperature Monitoring
System can be programmed to automatically take temperatures and save them for later viewing. Grain depth, approximate bushels and automated exhaust fan operation func-
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tions are also available. Grain temperature history reports
are also available to be printed out. Each individual bin
can be set to specialized temperature parameters to accommodate various crops. Instead of taking 2 to 3 hours for a
large operation, reading temperatures can now be done in
minutes!
This wireless system utilizes line of sight (up to 1 mile) radio communication between the bins and the base transmitter to monitor temperatures from TSGC temperature cables
(as well as grain depth). It requires power at the transmitter
location on the bin, and may be run either manually or automatically, locally or over the network/Internet, for anytime,
anywhere monitoring.
Another option is the GrainTRAC remote bin monitoring
system. This system utilizes a cell phone modem to transfer data from the TSGC temperature cables to an internet
website, www.wagnet.net. The producer is given a user
name and a password to ensure privacy. Once logged onto
the website, the producer can view a graphical display of
his temperatures or a numerical display. Temperature parameters (minimum and maximum) can be set for each bin,
as well as rate of rise temperature over a designated time
period. Temperature history reports are available for print
out. Options include remote fan start/stop and a weather
station with features such as temperature, relative humidity,
wind speed and rain measurement. Alerts are sent via email
or text message.
The requirements for the GrainTRAC system include temperature cables, cell phone coverage at the bin site and electrical power. An annual access fee to the internet website
is charged (a low per year minimum). Convenience is the
selling point of this system because a producer can monitor
his grain temperatures from anywhere via the Internet.
Either of these wireless systems will save you time and
money, while providing peace of mind about the true condition of your grain. Knowing your grain temperatures, while
watching for changes, is the only safe way to monitor the
condition of your grain.
TSGC, Inc. is one of the largest suppliers of grain temperature monitoring equipment in the world. Headquartered in
America’s Heartland, our administration, fabricating, sales
and service divisions are located in Spirit Lake, Iowa. We
have an extensive network of contractors representing our
products and services nationwide and in over forty countries. TSGC, Inc. is dedicated to serving you. For more information or a free, no obligation quote, contact Tri-States
Grain Conditioning, Inc. at 800.438.8367, Tsgc@TsgcInc.
com or www.TsgcInc.com
e
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REBUILD

EXCHANGE

Hydraulic Pumps & Motors for Combines,
Skidsteers, Swathers, IH Hydro Tractors.
Winter special: Get your Combines, Swathers &
Forage Harvester hydros remanned &
tested now & receive a deferred warranty.
Winter special on 5 yr. warranty IH T.A.
with complete kit. Free outbound shipping in
the Contiguous U.S. on TA kit (Dec-Apr. only).
50 years experience on Hyd. and Mech. TA’s

TOLL FREE: (877) 525-2875
Washington, KS

www.herrsmachine.com

www.farmranchdairy.com
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C&R Supply, Inc. Birth Of A Sprayer

A

fter carefully listening to
customers who were disappointed with the performance or lack of features in ATV
sprayers available, C&R Supply set
out to design a series of sprayer to
meet their needs.
“Instead of taking an off the shelf
tank and attaching features, we needed to get all the input we could from
customers and ATV manufacturers”,
said product manager Dusty Miller.
“With a good vision of what features
and options were required, it became
obvious that a completely new tank
design was needed”.
The EZ ATV Sprayer was designed
with the operator in mind for ease of

operation and functional ability and
safety. With the sleek design brings
the weight forward and more to a center of gravity for better machine balance. Allowing the legs of the tank to
wrap around the fenders of the ATV
gives the sprayer dual sumps to give
maximum drainage and the ability
to run on side hills without losing its
prime. The pump, strainer, and main
shut-off are mounted underneath the
tank in a protected cavity, which also
serves as a dual slosh baffle. The top
of the tank is designed with a fill catch
area to prevent chemical from getting
on the operator. The EZ is fitted with
a 4 gpm Shurflo Pump and a quality
Tee-Jet trigger style handgun in the

Emerson Manufacturing Corporation
100% Built in the USA!

E

merson Manufacturing Corporation is a family owned and operated company that has been building and marketing professional truck shop
service equipment for over 50 years.
We offer the highest level of service
and a strong commitment to 100% satisfaction. We manufacture every product
to the highest possible standards.
From Axle Jacks to Wedge Locks, we
have it all. From assembly and production to repairs and new parts, one call to
us at 1-800-633-5124 will get you what
you need.
Proud to be American Built!
e

convenient control panel at your side.
All brackets and boomless nozzle or
boom accessories are attached to the
tank for quick and easy mounting.
The EZ ATV Sprayer has several different options and accessories to meet
your requirements and needs.

Spray 30 feet wide with no boom
C&R Supply, Inc. is a distributor and
manufacturer of agricultural and roadside spray equipment located in Sioux
Falls, South Dakota. For over 35 years,
C&R Supply, Inc. has been a leader in
the distribution and servicing of many
quality products from Raven Industries,
Spraying Systems, Banjo, and more.
They also lead the way in designing and
manufacturing new and advanced products such as their C&R Foam Marker,
Spot Sprayer, and the EZ ATV Sprayer
featured in this ad. C&R is a provider
for precision ag products such as GPS
guidance systems, variable rate controllers, mapping, steering assist systems,
and chemical injection units. C&R
prides themselves on the knowledge
and experience that is required to keep
up with today’s technology.
e

Big Heel Fasteners

D

o you have to fix fence? Or
maybe you're building new
fence and want to do it right
the first time?
Whether you've used tie wire that
weathers quickly or fencing staples that
pull out or rust, chances are you could
use a fastener that won't fall off.
Consider using Big Heel Fasteners!
Big Heel Fasteners were designed by
our late father, Lowell, a farm boy from
rural Kansas. He grew tired of spending
36 • Western Farm, Ranch and Dairy

so much time fixing fence, he invented
something he knew would last a lifetime.
Big Heel Fasteners are constructed
from tough aluminum alloy, with a corrosion protected screw. They'll never
rust, are easy to install with a battery
operated drill, and are designed to stay
in place – even when your fence posts
get pushed around by heavy livestock.
They can also be removed easily when
repairs are needed.
Rocky Mountain/Heartland

Big Heel Fasteners work for all types of
wire – barbed, bare, electrical – and come
in three sizes. They arrive on your doorstep ready to install with the screw length
of your choice. Shipping is free and discounts are availiable on bulk orders.
Start building or fixing fence with the
fasteners that last – Big Heel Fasteners!
Visit our website today at www.BigHeelFasteners.com or place your order over the phone (785)483-1685 or
(785)792-6376
e
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Reman
Balestacker:

Saving you time;
Saving you money

R

elax in your cab, wrap your
fingers around a comfortable
joystick and get ready to experience The Time Machine!
Reman Balestackers follow the path of
the balers, grab the bales on the go at
7 mph and haul up to 24 bales a load.
At the end of the day, you’ll lean back,
look at the stack, and see you’ve averaged 120 bales/hr. That’s why some operators have taken to calling the Reman
Balestacker the Time Machine.
Easily handled by a 110 hp tractor, the
1012 Reman Balestacker makes operation easy with its PLC controlled cycles,
but gives you the manual control you
need to deal with misfits and quirks that
are bound to come along. This machine
will handle 3x3, 3x4 or 4x4 bales. With a
flip of a switch, choose to stack either on
strings or off strings. With the patented
Reman stacker arm, actual bale lifting is
kept at a minimum, offering gentler bale
handling and the lowest maintenance
machine on the market today.
The Reman Balestacker is currently
available in two models: One that maximizes your load capacity and stacks
the bales for side pickup, and another
with a rotating table that builds the
stack to be retrieved from the same direction you stacked it; allowing you to
stack on laneways, concrete pads or directly into your storage sheds. A truck
mounted, self-propelled version is currently in the proto-type stages and is
scheduled to be available for the 2015
baling season.
Every Reman stacker comes with a full
set-up, training and service plan. For
more information on how the Reman Balestacker can save YOU time and money,
call Reman Sales & Service at 519-2915035 or see videos of The Time Machine
in action at balestacker.com
e
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Pivotal Fencing Systems LLC
Revolutionizing Cross-Fencing For Circular Pivots

P

ivotal Fencing Systems LLC is
pushing the boundaries of the
traditional fencing industry, literally–Revolutionizing Cross-Fencing
for Circular Pivots–, by making it possible for center pivot sprinklers to cross
fences without the need for letting wires
down or opening gates.
They have two technologically advanced and patented products that make
it possible for any custom fence design
to be built under center pivot irrigation,
allowing producers the flexibility of si-

multaneously growing both crops and
forages under the same circular pivot
without worry of their cattle getting into
the crops and assuring that the cattle stay
on the forages being grown and grazed
The Pivotal Post makes it easy to establish a multiple paddock fencing system
for rotational grazing to maximize grazing production.
The Wand Gate works well in existing
barbed wire and irregular fence designs
allowing producers to expand the use of
their circular pivot sprinkler onto pas-

tures that normally are unable to be irrigated.
The Pivotal Post and Wand Gate save
producers time, labor, and many frustrations, by simply allowing the sprinkler
to walk through fences with ease, both
forward and reverse, without needing
attention from the producer.
Both products are covered by a 45-Day
Satisfaction Guarantee. For more information and details, call Pivotal Fencing
Systems at 970-848-5500 and receive a
FREE information packet.
e

7 mph with the Corn Stalk Guide. One
operator that owns a set of Corn Stalk
Guides said the Guides “help eliminate
operator fatigue.”

Other benefits seen by Kaler and other
owners include less volunteer corn and

less wear on the poly snouts. Since using the Corn Stalk Guide, Joel has noted
that he has not sprayed for volunteer
corn in his soybeans for three years.
Jaci Kaler, Joel’s wife, also noted that
she has not needed to chop corn stalks
by hand in the navy beans for at least
5 years. And, the UHMW (ultra-high
molecular weight) plastic has benefitted the farmer by protecting the poly
snouts. Since poly snouts are made of
lighter plastic they tend to wear faster.
Because the Corn Stalk Guide is made
from virgin UHMW plastic, they will
outlast the snout.
“The Corn Stalk Guide is an aftermarket product every owner of poly snouts
needs,” stated Kaler. Interested farmers
can contact Kaler Farms at kalerfarms@
gmail.com or visit their website www.
kalerfarms.com
e

is no fee for us to list it for you.
We discovered a need for aftermarket
for aluminum booms and boom extensions. Even though we started out focusing on the John Deere sprayers, our
aluminum boom kits can fit many models. Being lighter and more durable, the
longer aluminum booms lead to better
performance and increased productivity,
producing better profits for the user. For
more information, contact Boyd Ag at

800-637-7884 or find us on the web at
boydag.com
e

Kaler Farms

T

he Kaler Farms Corn Stalk
Guide was developed after Joel
Kaler watched cobs fall away
from the corn head, leaving valuable
corn on the ground. “A simple solution
to an aggravating problem” was Joel’s
goal.
This aftermarket product is attached
to the corn snout above the front of the
idler chain and sprocket to guide the corn
stalk past them, enabling the corn to be
grabbed closer to the deck plate. This
means that the corn stalk is not being
jerked or shook too early, causing it to
fall to the ground. The Corn Stalk Guide
also allows operators to maneuver headlands, corners, and not-so-straight rows
without having to be directly on the row.
Another benefit, according to Kaler, is
that the operator can now go faster than
2-3 mph. He has actually combined at

Boyd Ag

A

t Boyd Ag, we provide service
to farmers, custom applicators,
dealers and any individual that
need help meeting their used equipment
needs. Our goal is to match up the right
equipment for the job each customer requires.
We have been in the sprayer and application business since 1973 and will share our
vast knowledge with our prospects. Should
you need to get rid of any equipment, there
38 • Western Farm, Ranch and Dairy
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(800) 637-7884 ● ron.boyd@boydag.com
BOYD BOOM™ EXTENSIONS
Extend your John Deere 120’ Boom to 132’ or 140’

Introducing: 150’ Telescoping Boyd Boom™
Able to Spray from 80’ to 150’

FULL BOYD BOOMS™
60’, 80’, 90’, 100’, 120’ & 132’

Now Available:

John Deere Replacement Aluminum Extensions:
60/90’, 60/100’ and 60/108’

Aluminum Boom Extensions are made to extend your 90' or 100’
Boom to 120' (JD 4720, 4730 or 4830)
 All Armor Coat™ Hardware is highly corrosion resistant
 The Primary’s & Secondary’s sections of the boom have a lower tubing that is
integrated (ribbed) which adds additional strength
 3 Way Pivoting Breakaway System allows for dual attachment points
 Extra Reinforcement Gussets help eliminate the cracking
 Extra Structural Reinforcement cross sections on all large booms (120’ & 132’)

Extend your 120’ to 132’ or 140’ (JD 4900 Series Only)
Replacement Hydraulic Cylinder w/ 3 ½” bore creates a
smoother performance in fold
Our breakaway, which is 8'5", has a three way breakaway;
up, back and forward

VISIT WWW.BOYDAG.COM TO VIEW OUR COMPLETE LISTINGS OF OUR USED EQUIPMENT

ROW CROP SPRAYERS ● DRY AIR SPREADERS ● DRY AND LIQUID BLENDERS ● PULL TYPE SPREADERS ● DRY SPINNER SPREADERS & CHASSIS ● LIQUID FLOATERS ● TENDERS
PULL TYPE SPRAYERS ● MISCELLANEOUS ● USED BOOMS

TO VIEW MORE INFORMATION ON OUR BOOMS AND EXTENSIONS PLEASE VISIT: WWW.SUPERSPRAYBOOMS.COM

www.farmranchdairy.com
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livestock

MICRONA™ Calcium Carbonate

Natural, multi-talented helper in your barn

A

s your farm expands with
higher stocking rates, you end
up with more work and the
increased cost of managing it. Finding
multi-talented helpers can be a great relief!
Did you know that a fine, natural form
of calcium carbonate bedding lime increases sanitation, builds compost, does
not corrode your equipment, burn your
hands or deplete your bank account?
Only a very finely ground, white calcium carbonate limestone can do this, all
while helping with the rapid absorption
of barn acids.
MICRONA™ Bedding Lime–replaces
other lime products. MICRONA™ is ultra fine, calcium carbonate with proven
higher dissolution and reactivity rates
compared to other agricultural limestone

products on the market today. You can
drastically reduce or completely eliminate the expensive use of hydrated lime
(CaO) with the non-corrosive MICRONA™. Hydrated lime is classified as a
toxic substance. MICRONA™ Bedding
Lime is not toxic and certified organic.
Research found ultrafine ground, calcium carbonate liming materials with high
reactivity values effective at lowering
ortho-phosphate concentration in fresh
and composted manures and at stabilizing nitrogen levels.
MICRONA™ Bedding Lime—great for
the soil. Kick-start the nutrient cycle
of your farming systems. Natural, fine
ground, calcium carbonate bedding lime
not only keeps your animals happy and
your stalls white and clean —it ends up
in the manure and lagoon – enriching

• Head Gates
• Chutes
• Tip Chutes
• Calving Pens
• Crowding Tubs
• Corral Tubs
• Portable Systems
• Corral Panels
• Alley Setups

For-Most Livestock Equipment
127 10th Street • Hawarden, IA 51023
Phone: 800.845.6103 or 712.551.1438 • Fax: 712.551.1487
Email: Sales@For-Most.com • Website: www.For-Most.com
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calcium nutrient content and therefore,
increasing the value of your lime application.
No worries— when using MICRONA™,
the pH of manure increases less drastically compared to hydrated lime. Gradual increase of available calcium in your
soils benefit legume forage systems,
grasslands mixed with white clover your animals will prefer to graze it! This
also closes the cycle of calcium nutrition—it comes back to your animals as
they eat.
Manure enriched with premium MICRONA™ Bedding Lime calcium applied
on fields has several benefits: less smell,
increased bacteria activity, improved
mineralization (nutrient availability over
time) and at the same time reducing the
cost of liming.
You can do all this in one step—by adding MICRONA™ Bedding Lime to your
stalls!
MICRONA™ MF 200 Mineral Feed
MICRONA™ Mineral Feed, ultra fine
ground calcium carbonate is now available to dairy operators. Add pure natural calcium minerals to your program.
Available in 50 lbs bags or bulk—it is
easy to blend into your feed rations. Ask
your nutritionist. Feed it free choice and
let your animals decide.
Small and medium-sized operations
now have access to high quality, fine
and very white calcium carbonate. Contact your feed dealer or diary consultant
and ask about MICRONA™ Bedding Lime
and MICRONA™ Mineral Feed Calcium.
Call the manufacturer’s representative
Jason Imes at (800) 735-6690 for more
information, availability, and application tips. 
e
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American Agra Curtains Inc.
The Original Customized Insulated
Curtain For Livestock Buildings

I

n the early eighties, virtually all of the “Farrow-to-Finish” swine confinements were single story buildings with
make-shift ventilation systems constructed as the individual builder saw fit. In the attempt to improve ventilation,
standardize construction, and cut costs, an automated insulated
curtain system was designed.
The original multi-layered insulated curtain was developed
and patented in 1984 by Carolyn Henderson, American Agra
Curtain’s current president. Since then, many modifications
and improvements have been incorporated into our insulated
curtain which is marketed under the name of Insulated MARCO- LITE. Most of our curtains are still on the job after seven
or eight years of service.
In addition to our insulated curtains, we have many other
products designed specifically for the agricultural building industry such as room and shop dividers, fan covers, bird barriers, pulleys, stainless steel cable, rope, cord, split bolts, curtain
clips, and insulated curtains with no film for dairies, concrete
blankets, sidewall insulation for garages, door covers for basement rooms, and crawl space covers. Installation instructions
are included with all orders.
Call us at 765-564-3979 and see what we can do for you. e
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Rawhide Portable Corral’s NEW PROCESSOR

R

awhide Portable Corral of Abilene, KS has been in
business for the last 11 years and we are proud of our
premiere portable livestock corrals. We are extremely excited about our latest model: The Rawhide Processor by
John McDonald. We offer 3 sizes ranging from the Standard:
40-50 cow/calf capacity, Large: 80-100 cow/calf capacity, and
our Super Large: 140 cow/calf capacity. Our corrals offer the
most versatility in pen size and configuration. John McDonald is the original designer of the Rawhide Portable Corrals
and has really outdone himself with this new design. The Processor has a permanent sheeted adjustable alley to aid with
working your livestock on site and in the field. The adjustable
alley can be sized from 30” down to 16” either manually or
hydraulically. There is an option of mounting a head gate to
the end of the alley for easy, on site cattle processing. You can
even add a self contained loading chute to the system. If you

like to lure your cattle with feed, the Rawhide can be driven
completely through and out the opposite end. Each panel section has its own solid rubber wheel, no flats. Our corral has
several man/pass gates to aid in human movement about the
system. The Rawhide can form 2, 3 and even 4 pens to aid
with sorting your livestock. The Rawhide corrals are easy to
set up, utilizing electric over hydraulic cylinders on the back
end and the front of the unit: The 16” transport wheels are
permanent, retracting up and down with the flip of a switch.
No more unpinning and sliding off the axels and rolling out
of the way. This model comes as a gooseneck only. There is a
self contained power unit with long life marine battery and a
solar panel mounted atop.
Please check out our website for more information and to
view the our video: www.rawhideportablecorral.com #785263-3436
e

STOP WASTING HAY!!

HEALTHY ANIMALS & HEALTHY WALLETS!

T

he Texas Haynet was developed by Little Thunder Stables, Inc, an equine rehabilitation center specializing
in hoof problems.
Many horses would come to Little Thunder Stables that had
founder and laminitis issues. These cases have almost all been
because of too much sugar and starch in the equine’s diet. To
control the intake of sugar (starch will turn to sugar), coastal
hay was soaked prior to feeding. This leaches out much of the
excess sugar and starch, but also takes away minerals and other
good components of the hay. It was time consuming and backbreaking work! The horses would be fed and would quickly

clean up their “allotted” hay and then stand around all day
waiting for the next feeding at 5:00 pm.
Because this is not good for a grazing animal, another solution
had to be found.
Researchers discovered that slowing the rate of consumption of
the hay by feeding it through a 2” or less hole, gave the liver time
42 • Western Farm, Ranch and Dairy

to function properly and filter out the excess sugar. Many different
“slow” feeders were soon on the market for feeding flakes of hay,
mostly in the form of hay nets or hay bags with small holes.
Little Thunder Stables owner, Leslie Davis, still needed to find
a more economical way to feed cut grass hay to the equines
which led her to start using round bales. The problem then,
of course was to create small holes for them to feed through.
Muzzles seemed to be the answer. However, some horses got
very despondent with the muzzle and would refuse to eat.
Slow feeding cut grass hay is extremely important for the health
of all horses! It gives the digestive system time to extract all the
nutrients from the grass hay. Now the horse’s flora and fauna
can get healthy too! No more grass bellies, impaction colic is almost non-existent, the “hot” horse is now calm, the “aggressive”
horse is more mellow and the herd is happier and taking more
time for socializing and grooming and do not need to have their
head inside the round bale every minute of every day!
Many great things happen when sugar is controlled. Of course
one of the best “side-affects” from this type feeding of cut
grass hay is that your hay will last many, many more days than
it did before!
Most users report a savings of 50% or more! Wow! What a
great side-affect to put on a warning label! On top of the money
saved, since you no longer have to get the tractor out to move
the round bale, set the bale out, etc. as often, much time is
saved too! This product is definitely a WIN – WIN situation
for horse and owner!
The Texas Haynet can be found at www.TexasHaynet.com. or
call Leslie at 325-388-2727
AND YES… IT WORKS FOR POLLED CATTLE TOO!! All
grass eating livestock can feed from this system except horned
animals.
e
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Round Bale Hay Net
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s )DEAL FOR )NSULIN 2ESISTANCE

90-day money-back guarantee

Texas Haynet

325-388-2727
www.txhaynet.com

www.farmranchdairy.com
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marketplace
AGRICULTURE
Farm Toy Parts
including Pedal Tractor Parts -

Dry hay preservative. 1/3 cost of acid
dry water soluble. 6 oz jar treats 100 ton
up to 26% moisture.
Frommelt Ag 563-920-3674

Send $4.00 for a catalog

 3OUTH $AKOTA (WY  s -ADISON 3$ 

4ELEPHONE   
&AX   
%MAIL DAKTOYS YAHOOCOM
7EBSITE WWWDAKOTAHTOYPARTSCOM

lil’ house

“Outside”
Wood Burning Heater

Factory Direct

ADVENTURE LIFE & see the Country, Frederick Harvesting is looking for a few good men
for the 2014 harvest. April - Dec. Ambitious,
honest individuals. Experienced in farming
or harvesting. We operate 9 new JD’s &
Kenworth trucks.

Call 620-727-6101 or

www.FrederickHarvesting.com

• No Dirt
• No Ashes
• No Wood In House
• No Loss Of Space
• No Insurance
Problems

Excellent for Mobile Homes Too!
“Warm Up To Wood Heat”
$1695.00

(800) 543-2837
Manufactured by:

Newman Assoc.
146 County Rd. 95
Ironton, MO 63650

Townline Hatchery your best source
of poultry. Cal-grey Leg-horns and
ISA-Browns. Also Broilers, Reds,
Gold & Silver Wyandottes, Black
sex links, Barred Rocks, Buff Orpingtons, and Araucanas. Ducks,
Geese and Turkeys. Free brochure
call or write.
TOWNLINE POULTRY FARM
P.O. Box 108, Zeeland, MI 49469
Phone 616-772-6514
or fax 616-772-2969

24-Hour Emergency
Dispatch
Brighton • Ft. Lupton • Coal Creek

(303) 659-0551
(800) 468-8809
www.unitedpower.com

For Sale Fertilizer Tool Bars:
Custom built, 8-24 row, yetter side
dressing coulters.
CIH 183/1830 8-24 row cultivators.

For Sale Corn Heads:

Agronomy Center
Fertilizers
Crop Protection Products
3EED s !GRONOMIST /N 3TAFF
#USTOM !PPLICATION

CIH 1063/1083 cornheads completely
rebuilt/refinished. New Polytin, hydraulic
deck plate kits and many other new
parts available.

Bob: (712) 470-0554
www.greenwayfarmsinc.com

CUSTOM HARVESTING
Schemper Harvesting

Custom harvesting across the Midwest since the 1950s.
Currently looking for worker for the 2014 harvest.

Call Jared at 308-991-5100
`Ài}i]Ê
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www.SchemperHarvesting.com
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Skinner Harvesting, LLC
Individuals wanted for summer
wheat and fall corn harvests.
Contact Dan Skinner

Ph: 620.343.8140 Cell: 620.340.2843
www.SkinnerHarvesting.com
Rocky Mountain/Heartland

250 N.W. Quincy Pl.
Chehalis, WA 98532

(360) 748-9277
www.wilco.coop
www.farmranchdairy.com

AGRICULTURE
Sunray,
Texas
s.OW "OOKING FOR 3PRING SEEDINGs

Ribbon Grazer

TIRE TOWN INC.

18.4-34 New 10Ply ............................................ $610
800/70R38 80% Tread ..................................... $1500
16.5L-16.1 Rib 10Ply New ................................. $235
66x44.00-25 R-3 Flotation ............................... $1250
480/70R28 R-1W Full Tread ............................... $500
710/70R30 Goodyear New ............................... $2675
18.4R42 New R1-W .......................................... $1450
73x44.00-32 12Ply New ................................... $1700
20.8-38 New R1 ................................................. $900
18.4-38 New 10 Ply ........................................... $610
320/90R46 Irregular ........................................... $900

4HIS SWEET LEAFY SORGO SUDANGRASS
MAKES AN EXCELLENT FORAGE PRODUCT
FOR EITHER HAY OR GRAZING
)T HAS
&AST REGROWTH
(IGH 9IELD 0OTENTIAL
-ILDEW 4OLERANCE
%XCEPTIONAL #RUDE 0ROTEIN
/UTSTANDING 4$.

CALL TO BOOK TODAY!
1-800-687-2891

DAIRY

Nationwide Shipping - We Deal!
Other Sizes New & Used

Franke Harvesting

Harvest help wanted for April/May
thru Dec. Salary plus meals
and lodging.
Charlie Franke – 580-747-1231
frankeharvesting@yahoo.com

www.farmranchdairy.com

PARTS
Wellert’s A.C. Parts

Specializing in Allis-Chalmers
We buy A.C. Tractors
Parts Locating Service and Repair

8922 Matty Rd. • West Salem, OH 44287

888-852-4601 • Fax: 330-264-6991
www.wellertsacparts.com

REFRIGERATION
New & Used Walk-In-Coolers
&REEZER s 2EFRIGERATION
3YSTEMS s "EER #AVES
$RIVE )N s 'LASS $ISPLAYS

Huge Inventory – All Sizes
"UY s 3ELL s .ATIONWIDE
7HOLESALE 0RICES

(800) 451-9864 (800) 444-7209

HELP WANTED

YELLOW GOLD IRRIGATION
3468 East Hwy 80
East Prairie, MO 63845
573-683-1531

   s WWWDAIRYREALTYCOM
Bringing dairy buyers and sellers together
since 2003.

LIVESTOCK EQUIPMENT
Tire livestock products, tire water tanks, ground level
mineral feeders, truck tire sidewall silage pile cover
weights.
(785) 231-8397 www.geetire.com
www.endurobrandlivestock.com

Rocky Mountain/Heartland

!-%2)#!.
WHOLESALE CO.
Toll Free

(877) 220-8882
&AX   
AWCCO AOLCOM

www.awrco.com
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TANKER TRAILERS
Fertilizer/Sludge/Water.
Stainless Steel or Aluminum.
Also Ammonia/LPG. We Buy
Tanks! Lakeshore Equipment
Sales and Leasing.

www.letanks.com

219-880-5635
Mention Code WFRD

Salvaging Combines

N5, N7, L, L2, M, F, G, C, Cll, All,
A&E, K Gleaner. 6200, 7720,
9600, 9510, 9500, 8820, 7700, 6600,
4400, 3300, 105, 95, 55, JD. 915, 1480,
1460, 1420, 815 IHC. 860, 760, 750,
510, 410, 300 Massey, 643 JD
Cornhead parts.
We buy salvage combines.

Jack Boyle
Vermillion, KS

ÇnxÎnÓÈn{nÊUÊÇnxxÈ{äx££
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Advanced Farm Equipment
Aeroswint
Air Ride Technologies, LLC
American Agra Curtains
American Agriculture Products
American Wholesale Co
Arts Way Mfg
Auger Jogger
Big Heel Fasteners
Big Tractor Parts
Bio-S I Technology LLC
Boyd Ag
Brews Brothers Pub
Butterfly Supply
C & R Supply Inc
Calmer Corn Heads
Clarks Ag Supply
CM Welding Inc
Cross Manufacturing Inc
Dairy Realty
Dakota Grills
Dakotah Toys LTD
Davey Joans
E-Kay Enterprises
Egbers Flighting Company LLC
Emerson Manufacturing Corporation
Evergreen Implement
For-Most Livestock
Franke Harvesting
Frederick Harvesting
Frommelt Ag Services
Greenway Farms Inc
H & M Gopher Control
Herbrucks Poultry Ranch
Herrs Machine
HFL Fabricating
Industrial Maid
Inosol
Kaler Farms
Kern Countuy Tractor Parts
Lakeshore Equipment
Lubbock Gasket & Supply
Machine Service Inc
Magnum Heat
Martin Manure Movers
Maz-Zee S.A. International
Mighty Axe Inc
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www.kalerfarms.com
39
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47
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14
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33
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PAGE ADVERTISER
Mission Valley Power
Missouri Rural Properties
Mud Lake Stalls
Newman Assoc
North Dakota Certified Seed Potatoes
North Western Energy
Northern Ag Mist Sprayer
Norwood Sales
Pearce Brothers
Pik Rite
Pivatol Fencing Systems
Port – A – Hut
Quality Farm Drainage
Quality Power Products
Rataway
Rawhide Portable Corral Inc
Reman Balestacker
Rice Land Food
Ron’s Mfg
Salvaging Combines
Schemper Harvesting
Schiltz Mfg
Schneider Farms
Sea Minerals
Seed Inc
Seed Stop Inc
Silver Stream Shelters
Skinner Harvesting LLC
Steel Constructors Inc
Texas Haynet
Tire Town Inc
Titan Trailer Mfg
Townline Poultry Farm
Travelodge Spokane
TSGC Inc
Ubly Bean Knife
United Power
US Custom Harvesters
VP Building
W & W Firberglass Tank
Walinga USA, Inc
Water & Ecology of Nebraska
Wellert’s A C Parts
Wilco Winfield LLC
Wire Fence Stapler
Yellow Gold Irrigation
Zapata Seed Co

Rocky Mountain/Heartland

WEBSITE
www.missionvalleypower.org
www.moruralproperties.com


www.ndseed.com
www.northwesternenergy.com 
www.northernagmistsprayer.com
www.norwoodsales.com
www.pearcebrothers.com
www.pikrite.com
www.pivotpost.com
www.port-a-hut.com

www.Q-power.com 
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www.balesatcker.com
www.riceland.com
www.ronsmfg.com
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www.schiltzmfg.com
schneiderfarmsandharvesting.com
www.seamineralsfa.com
www.seedinc.biz 
www.seedstopinc.com
www.silverstreamshelters.com
www.skinnerharvesting.com
www.steelconstructorsinc.com
www.txhaynet.com 
www.tiretown.com
www.titantrailer.com
www.spokanetravelodge.com 
www.tsgcinc.com
www.ublybean.com
www.unitedpower.com
www.uschi.com 
www.vp.com
www.wwtank.com
www.walinga.com
www.freflowaterne.com
www.wellertsacparts.com
www.wilco.coop
www.wirefencestapler.com
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